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Maybe health can be much easier
be understood than we think?
Maybe health has really something
to do with water? Whenever we
assume there may be life on other
planets, we always look first for
water. Without water, no life! Why
is it like this? Plants consist for the
most part of water. But also human
beings consist of more than 80% or
even 90% water. What has all of this
to do with water? Why is healing
water able to enable healing? How
do homeopathic remedies function? What is the basis for the effect
of healing plants and healing gems?
We will find answers to all of these questions,
if we understand the structure of matter,
especially that of water, and the principle of
resonance. For instance: any seed and,
thereby, any plant has an individual geometric order and thereby a unique vibration.
Also, the healing gems have individual forms
of crystal structure, fractal and recurrent
geometric forms that are based on the shape
of the platonic solids. Each geometric form
corresponds to a certain vibration, wavelength, sound and color. Also, each organ in
the body is vibrating at a certain frequency;
like a series of overtones. Knowing this, we
are able to provide each organ a specific
healing remedy; such as a specific healing
gem, healing herb, homeopathic remedy or
a special healing water. This would provide
the exact frequency that the intended organ
or meridian would require to energize back
to health.
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In what respect do healing gems or healing
herbs differ from healing water? Due to the
fact that water can store all information, it is
not only able to hold a single vibration or series of overtones, but, in the end, all frequencies of light that our body requires. In
comparison to healing gems and healing
herbs, water containing the complete spectrum of light is able to serve as an all-around
healing remedy, provided it has the proper
body's water, the more energy of life and the
structure with sufficient energy.
healthier we can become. Figure 2 lucidly
Furthermore, it is to be noted that the water illustrates the aging process of man.
stores the health-causing as well as diseasecausing frequencies by means of „cluster How can you absorb sufficient life energy
structures“. In this way, water enables us to using resonance with just 14% optimally
obtain the corresponding energy of nature structured water without having the initially
and the energy fields that surround us via re- 70% or more? According to figure 2 a man,
sonance. We can bring this healing energy to aged 60 or older, has e.g. 80% (40% +
the body to provide greater health or (due to 40%) of his total body weight not anymore
desease-causing clusters in food etc.) illness. available with tuning fork/cluster structures
to receive the energy of life and, therefore,
Separate water
he will die in the foreseeable future.
molecules enclose a
substance and, thereby,
form a cluster. H omeopathic succussion
produces identical
clusters and " tuning
forks" because it
provides the correct
energy to move the
molecules into a
geometrically-sound
shape. W e can view
this phenomena using
energy photographs.

Fig. 1: Showing how homeopathy and energy affects
water's molecular shape. The more new, geometrically
identical tuning forks / energy photographs are produced by resonance, the stronger the homeopathic effect.

Therefore, the quality of our body's water
structure is the key for health. Water is sensitive to any vibration and can provide the
benefits of the full spectrum of light or the
repercussions of too many „negative“ cluster
structures that act as harmful substances and
metabolic waste. The lesser the surface tension of the water in the body (with the lower
the viscosity of the water), the more efficient
the cleaning systems and, overall, quality of
water will become in the body. In other
words, the more perfect the structure of our

Fig. 2:
The aging process of
the man (excerpted
from the book: „Durch
Entsäuerung zu seelischer und körperlicher
Gesundheit“,22nd edition, Ingeborg Oetinger;
source: www.BarbaraVersand.de; Tel.: +49
(0)7941 - 38 03 24)

Electrons neutralize free radicals, clean the
air of electrically positively charged dust particles, fungi, viruses, bacteria, regenerate
consumed vitamins and enable the production of water and life energy (citric acid
cycle):

With sufficient newly produced, separate
water molecules not bound in any cluster
structure, we could dilute and clean our
body's own waste water. Optimal water structures can be produced by hexagonal torus
fields (see figures 3 and 6). Such toroidal
fields are inter-resonance and provide each
Healing waters (waters with a high energy)
other energy.
are able to restructure low energy water in a
way that it transforms into the same cluster According to investigations conducted by the
structure as the healing spring itself. As long MIT* in Boston, nowadays, water is globally
as we have high energy healing water poisoned to a depth of 1000 m (Wilfried
available, or just a respective energy field Hacheney: „Wasser – Wesen zweier Welten“,
(see Qi-Home©, further below), we would pages 138/139). Therefore, the tap water is
be able to largely transform a typical 60-year- energetically and ethereally considered
old man's body water from a concentration (by it's structure) virtually the worst poison
of 40% harmful clusters to healthy, perfectly cocktail! Such pollution-like cluster structustructured crystal water. Water with low sur- res can only be removed by vaporation
face tension would also be able to flush a lot
of solid pollutants out of the body, even further reversing the aging process.

Furthermore: Structured water generates
electrons, thus enabling current flow. Without electricity (EKG, EEG) life could not
exist. Individual water molecules are electrically neutral, but with hexagonal water structures, an excess of electrons is generated.
(Fig. 3, book by: Dr. Gerald Pollack, Wasser Fig. 3: Hexagonal water structures produce electrons
– mehr als H 2O)
and energy! *Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Fig.4: Hexagonal energy field of the planet Saturn.
© NASA/JPL-Caltech. http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/images/
cassini/ 20131204/pia17652bw.gif

Fig. 5: The toroidal fields of our galaxy, solar system,
earth and those of the chakras of human beings are
resonating with each other!

Fig. 6: Energy field of the Qi-Home © (view into the
toroidal field from above)

(distillation), by whirling (toroidal fields/ The Qi-Home © generates a uniform toroidal
levitation), high voltage (e.g. lightnings) or field with a diameter of about 15 m. Since
by electrolysis (fine currents).
toroidal fields are able to dissolve cluster
structures, pollutant information in the water
Healthy hexagonal water structures are get- can be efficiently deleted as well as reduce
ting destroyed by technical radiation, espe- the surface tension (like that of the tap
cially mobile phone microwave radiation! water). Thus, the water usually has a more
Since water molecules are dipoles / small than 600 times stronger cleansing effect on
magnets, they need no thermal heating to de- the body compared to raw water.
stroy the structure, rather the alternating poBy separating the water molecules - in conlarity of the microwave field is sufficient to
junction with the energy field provided by
individually move the water molecules very
the Qi-Home © (see Fig. 6) it is ensured, that
rapidly back and forth and to rip them out
the water molecules rearrange, and the
from the respective cluster structure (those
hexagonal water structures build up.
tuning forks, that are providing us life energy
by resonance) and tear the latter completely In order to give the tap water a structure like
apart. This results in lacking of energy and healing spring water, nothing more has to be
done than putting the Qi-Home © at a maxiillnesses.
mum distance of 7.5 meters from the
So, what can we do, in order to change this relevant tap. The Qi-Home © toroidal field,
not very pleasing, even quite devastating si- which emits the frequencies /overtone series
tuation? For this, I want to introduce to you of not one but hundreds of healing springs,
a truly innovative product,, called Qi-Home © ensures that the harmful cluster information
(Fig. 10).
is eliminated. A healthy structure is built up
and the water is usually energized up to a
This is a very exceptional, unique product level of several hundreds of thousands of
which works without technical aids such as Bovis units. Measurements and expert stuelectricity etc., and is able to build up a very dies show an approximate 20 to 30 times
strong, exclusively natural life energy field stronger energy than most mineral springs
with the most complete spectrum of light. and a change in the redox potential by 41
Such an energy field can otherwise only be mV. Regarding this effect, the sworn and jufound in the pristine, perfectly healthy realm dicially certified expert Mag. Dr. Walter Hanof nature, exclusively and only where there nes Medinger e.U. (at the Landgericht Linz)
is no exposure or presence of any disease- writes in his report on the Qi-Home ©, dated
April 11th, 2015:
causing radiation.

„A reduction of 8 mV already represents a
doubling of the proportion of reduced
(electron-rich) form to the total concentration of a redox couple.“ Thus, we have optimally structured water with the most
complete specturm of light available at each
tap located within the energy field. This
water is very rich in electrons and, therefore,
energy.
But not only that! The Qi-Home © also
changes the water in the food. The cluster information of fungicides, herbicides, pesticides, genetically modified food and other
pollutants breaks up and the water in the
food is powerfully energized and rearranged
with the frequency patterns of the best
healing springs of the world. Consequently,
the food is „made healthy“. Due to the
higher level of life energy and bio-photons,
we require significantly less food. This
especially is helpful for people who are
overweight.
Since the healing springs contain precisely
those frequencies and energies that our body
needs, the human body can also benefit
directly from the life energy field of the
Qi-Home©. Figure 8 and 9 show two examples of this.
In addition to the supply of energy for humans, the optimization of the water and that
of food, the Qi-Home © is also able to generate negative ions in the air. Figure 3 and

Fig. 7: Qi-Home © -water (previous was distilled water Fig. 9: Change of the energy field within about 3 hours,
without structure)
measured by GDV system „Crownscopy“

figure 7 show how this is possible. These
negatively charged ions ensure that the
floating particles in the air, the positively
charged fungi, viruses, bacteria, dust particles, etc. are electrically neutralized, thus
they no longer repel each other and no longer keep floating in the air and fall by gravity
to the ground. Thus, the air is cleaned, bad
odors disappear and our immune system is
massively relieved. In particular, people with
allergies, damp walls or growth of mold in
the building can „breathe“ again.
A final, very important function of the Qi-Home©
should also be mentioned. As we have seen,
the quality of our body's water is of the most
important aspect regarding our health.
What endangers these water structures?
There is not only the pollutants and harmful
information in the drinking water and food,
the environmental toxins in the air, etc., but
first and foremost there is technical radiation! Nowadays, (almost everywhere) there
is mobile phone radiation and we live right

Fig. 8: Energetic rejuvenation of a 75-year-old patient.
Heart Rate Variability measurement using system
„Lotus“. 20 years „younger“ in 43 minutes!

Fig. 10: Qi-Home ©

Even if we drink healthy water, take vitamins,
eat as healthy as possible, all of this will not
help effectively so long as our body's healthy
water structures are instantaneously and repeatedly destroyed by continuous and ever
increasing levels of radiation influence. In
this respect, the protection against radiation,
that is provided by the Qi-Home ©, is extreBut what can we do?
Many people try to protect themselves against mely important.
these pathogenic energies by buying, for exFor those business people, who would like
ample, various chips for their mobile phone.
to utilize the 5 different functions of the
They try to eliminate electromagnetic polluQi-Homes © *: 1. life energy for humans
tion in their homes by using different tools,
2. healing spring water quality from the tap
chips, shielding mats on the walls and cor3. healthy food / 4. large amounts of minus
ded instead of cordless phones etc.. Howions in the air and 5. Protection against
ever, out of the hundreds radiation sources,
radiation, for their company and employees,
which surround us today, in almost all cases
can acquire larger devices. These devices,
only very few can be successfully handled;
called Qi-Business© **, have the same 5
rarely the whole issue is addressed. Unlike
functions as the Qi-Homes©, but cover bigger
the products of most other manufacturers,
areas: 150 meters in diameter! Furthermore,
the Qi-Home © works not only on the inforfor those people, who also want to protect
mation level (by providing opposite vibration
themselves against harmful radiation when
patterns), but rather on the energy level. The
they
are outside the energy field of the
Qi- Home© builds up a stronger life energy
Qi-Home © or Qi- Business©, there are little
field in our apartment/house than the field
Qi-Mobile © *** devices with just this one
of the unhealthy radiation and is, therefore,
specific function available. They easily fit into
able to prevent the harm of pathogenic eneryour trousers' pocket, into your handbag,
gies, both the technical radiations (electroetc..
For more information about the
magnetic pollution, W-LAN, Bluetooth,
products, Advice, prices, etc., please visit the
mobile phone, cordless phone radiation,
etc.) as well as the geopathic radiations website: www.Qi-Technologies.com.
(water veins, earth rays, grids etc.). Thus, we
no longer need to use various solutions for Contact: Dipl. Ing. Harald Thiers
the various types of radiation. Qi-Home © Phone: +49 (0)160 9384 6323
Email: harald.thiers@gmail.com
works holistically.
in the middle of a microwave oven and are
actually „grilled“ alive. This results in the destruction of the body's water structure, leads
to an increasing lack of energy, exhaustion
of the immune system and the decreasing of
the body's self-healing powers.

*2.380,00 € | **4.800,00 € | ***from 379,00 - 429,00 €, incl.19% VAT.

